
Russia skype with Sri Bhagavan, Sunday 18th September 2011 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETrIuR_D-AA&feature=autoshare oder 
http://www.vimeo.com/29212547 
 
Hello Bhagavan. We are very glad to see you. We are preparing for 21 days for 
this auspicious day and we are very glad that we are here together with you.   
 
BHAGAVAN: I am very glad to see you all. I am very glad to hear your voice. 
 
We love you Bhagavan. 
 
BHAGAVAN: Love you.  
    It`s a very beautiful hall.  
 
Bhagavan, you are very beautiful. We are happy to see you.  
 
BHAGAVAN: Thank you.  
   Shall we go ahead with the questions? 
 
Yes, Bhagavan. 
 
1. Tatiana Sukhodubova, Almaty, Kazakhstan 
Namaste dear Bhagavan! Thank You for everything that You are doing for the 
people. Unfortunately I realize that only the few ones are accepting that valuable 
knowledge that You are giving to us. And in most cases the reason for that is absent-
mindedness or laziness. How do we overcome those two obstacles on our way into 
the enlightenment, which we are all dreaming of, but are getting stopped half way 
every now and then?  
 
BHAGAVAN: We have got to speak about individual consciousness and a collective 
consciousness. The dullness, the lack of focus and passion comes from collective 
consciousness. Collective consciousness would be changing dramatically starting 
with October 28th this year. As collective consciousness shifts because of energy 
shifts you would discover people become very very serious. We could expect great 
changes in individuals after October 28th this year.  
 
Thank you Bhagavan. 
 
 
2. Marina Golovenkina, Kirov, Russia 
Dear Bhagavan! Namaste! You are saying that we have to just SEE the fear, anger, 
aggression, jealousy inside ourselves. But what do I do when I SEE this , but there is 
nothing I can do with myself, the emotion is so strong that I can scream on the other 
person – emotion is coming through me and the charge is VERY POWERFUL. What 
does it mean – to see it in myself, to accept it and don’t change it? You say that the 
Awakened One EXPERIENCES his/her emotions, that emotions just take place; what 
does it mean? 
Does the Awakened One just witnesses the emotions? How does he stay with them? 
What does it mean, when You say that one shouldn’t do anything with emotions? 
Where does this charge go?  
Thank you. 
  



BHAGAVAN: We often said that when you are not awakened do not behave like one. 
This teaching applies to one who moves into awakened states or is awakened. Your 
role is to try that and see that there is nothing much you could do about it. When you 
see that there is nothing much you could do about it it leads you to surrender. When 
you surrender and feel helpless then the kundalini rises. When the kundalini rises 
seeing happens. Not that you see. There is no ´you` who is seeing. Seeing happens. 
Seeing is effortless. Accepting is effortless. All that we have spoken of is effortless.  
If you put in effort you will not get there. The only purpose of putting in effort is to 
realize you are helpless and that there is nothing you could do. Your role is up to that 
point. Thereafter kundalini takes over. Seeing happens. Seeing does not lead to 
anything. Seeing is to be awakened. You should not think you will see and therefore 
something will happen. Seeing is the awakened state. Usually it comes and goes and 
therefore we say you are moving into or out of an awakened state. Thereafter when 
you become awakened it is permanent and irreversible. It is not that you are doing 
anything you are completely changed. You will be getting there soon.  
Next question please. 
 
Thank you Bhagavan. 
 
 
3. Roman Martynuk, Kovel 
Beloved Bhagavan, dear Father! Thank you for everything that You are doing for us! 
Please tell us, how can we help those who are not open, not ready to hear about new 
relationships, about the new perception of Life?  
Also, why there are so many deeksha givers who received so much Grace from You, 
but they don’t have faith, they keep on searching for something, they themselves 
even don’t know what they are searching for. 
Thank You Father, we love You!  
 
BHAGAVAN: To influence others you have got to be transformed. Once this 
transformation happens to some of these individuals they will be able to easily affect 
the whole of humanity. As there are still people searching here and there it`s a 
question of time before they will completely change. We do not have to be worried 
about that. Changes coming in very fast now.  
 
Thank you Bhagavan. 
 
 
4. Maria Aleshkova, Omsk. 
Namaste dear Bhagavan! Why the process of the Awakening in Russia is so 
complicated?  
 
BHAGAVAN: We have been especially watching the last two groups which have 
come from Russia and they are making very very fast progress. From our point of 
view Russians are doing very very well. You have got to wait for only a few more 
months. You are going to see very great results. We have seen quite a few Russian 
people in awakened states. It is going to spread very soon.  
Next question please. 
 
Thank you Bhagavan. 
 
 
5. Dmitry Klubnichkin, Moscow 



Dear Bhagavan! Lately I don't want to do anything. But the thought is coming that I 
have to do something Urgently otherwise I won't have money, I won't be able to 
provide for the family, that I will spend my life in a passive and dull manner. But I feel 
that this thought is fear based and based on the lack of faith. If I entrust the Silence 
and stop listening to the thoughts, will everything be OK? How should I distinguish 
the notion of surrender and acceptance from laziness and passiveness? When I start 
to accept everything, any movement forward stops, everything stops, and this scares 
me. 
Thank you Bhagavan.  
 
BHAGAVAN: You seem to be confusing the awakened state for non action. An 
awakened person is a very active person. Only thing is he feels that there is no doer 
there. In India we have number of awakened people who work in banks and who run 
their own businesses. But if you ask them they would say I am not doing anything. So 
awakening is not non action it is full of action. Only thing is you do not see you are 
doing anything. So I would recommend for you the wealth course and I will bless you 
for wealth.  
 
Are the wealth courses started in Russia?  
You want to tell me?  
 
Answer: No we didn`t start yet. We just received the material, Sri Bhagavan.  
 
BHAGAVAN: Please start the wealth courses and …yes, tell me?… 
 
Another person: On Tuesday we`ll have skype darshan skype meeting with Kiranji 
and after that we will start in all Russia and former USSR. 
 
BHAGAVAN: Start the wealth course and I will bless you with enough wealth.  
 
Thank you Bhagavan. Thank you. 
 
 
 
6. Ruslan Gaidamanchuk, Kiev 
Dear Bhagavan! It seems to me that if different Oneness Trainers who live in the 
same area would join their efforts and would support each other in the development 
of the Oneness movement here, then much more people would be able to receive 
and give Deeksha. Please tell us, what is the obstacle for us, why cannot we unite? 
When this will be possible, when will we start to support each other? And what each 
of us has to do in order to improve the human selfishness, which I feel is the main 
reason of the disconnection among the people?  
 
BHAGAVAN: Yes. That is how it should happen. The trainers must perform in 
groups. I believe this will start happening in 2012. It has already started in some 
countries and I am sure it`s going to start soon in Russia, too.   
 
Thank you Bhagavan. 
 
 
7. Elena Bekker, Odinzovo 



Dear Bhagavan Namaste! Is it possible to have darshans with Amma at least 
sometimes?  
Thank you. 
 
BHAGAVAN: You will have darshan with Amma on October 28th.  
 
Thank you Bhagavan. 
 
 
8. Andrei Anishenko, Omsk. 
Dear Bhagavan! You are talking about 2 states of consciousness: Enlightenment and 
God-realization. As a result of the concepts that I am having, I favor either one, or 
another. Sometimes it seems to me that to have both is the best, so I don't have to 
choose.  
Dear Bhagavan, please tell us, those 2 states can happen due to my choice or does 
it happen according to some other laws? Is it possible that programs in my 
unconscious can determine this?  
 
BHAGAVAN: You have no choice in this matter. It is determined by your 
unconscious.  
Yes. 
 
Thank you Bhagavan. 
 
 
9. Arkady Venediktov, Moscow 
Dear Bhagavan! There is more and more awareness and clarity coming to me each 
month. There were experiences of the Awakened state several times, but with the 
course of time the mind starts interfering and commenting. For some time even that 
doesn’t impede, but a bit later mind’s activity becomes dominant. Automatically the 
attempts to keep the State are arising and those attempts are not successful, then 
the attempts to stop the attempts are arising, and so on and on goes on in the circle. 
Again I find myself being controlled by the mind until the next experience of 
awakening. How can one get the constant state of the awakening, without losing it?  
Thank You very much!  
 
BHAGAVAN: You will normally get the awakened state when you take deeksha from 
the padhukas or from the sri murthi or when we chant the moola mantra. When that 
happens you must anchor the awakened state to the padhukas or the sri murthi or 
the moola mantra. Once you have done that by repeating the process whenever you 
want you could move into the awakened state. But you should not mistake the 
awakened state for awakening. The awakened state has to deal with changes in 
brain chemistry. Awakening has to deal with changes in brain physiology. The 
awakened state since it is a brain chemistry comes and goes. After getting the state 
anchored you must move into awakened states as frequently as possible. As you 
keep doing this the brain physiology changes. Once it changes you become 
awakened. Your sadhana has to be to move into awakened states as often as 
possible. You must take the deekshas as we have told you. That is – I think Kiranji 
must have taught you already – one moment. (Bhagavan questions Kiran next to 
him: “Have you taught them the new form of deeksha?” Answer from Kiranji: “No, not 
yet.”)It seems it has not been taught yet. Kiran will soon be teaching you the new 
form of deeksha. You should take that. It is very very powerful and it would easily 
move you into awakened states.  



 
 
10. Mikhail Golubtsov, Yekatirenburg 
Namaste Bhagavan! What is the prayer? What does the prayer mean to the 
unenlighten person? Does the prayer make any sense to the enlightened person, 
since for the enlightened One everything is perfect as it is, and there is no duality?  
Thank you. 
 
BHAGAVAN: For the unenlightened person there is the one who is praying and the 
one who is being prayed to. For the enlightened there is no such difference. Prayer 
simply happens. You will see for example seeing Christ praying to his father. At the 
same time Christ says I am and the Father are one. The awakened one, though he 
feels one, prayer naturally happens to him. But all this cannot be understood until you 
actually become awakened.  
 
Thank you Bhagavan. 
 
 
11. Dmitry Klubnichkin, Moscow 
Dear Bhagavan! With all the passion I have towards the enlightenment, I have 
noticed that I didn't become any wiser, all the way opposite – my ego flowered. I've 
started to react negatively to something that earlier I didn't react to. Also I have no 
more the desire to do something, I don't want to move forward in life anymore. 
Success in it's material aspect has left me, first time for the last 20 years. It is like the 
reset has happened. Am I doing something wrong?  
 
BHAGAVAN: That`s perfect. You are on the right path. It`s part of the process. The 
rest would happen automatically.  
 
Thank you Bhagavan. 
 
 
12. German Smirnov, Moscow 
Dear Bhagavan! 
You were telling us that the process of the Awakening in the collective consciousness 
will be happening in the stages, and each new stage will be accompanied by the shift 
of the energy. Could you please tell us some details about the 28th of October 
? About this new stage of the process and its characteristics? What do we have to 
do, so we could consciously participate in it? 
Love you. Pranam.  
 
BHAGAVAN: Yes. October 28th there is likely to be a great shift in collective 
consciousness. After that awakened states would come very easily. There are lots of 
people now in awakened states who would become awakened. Today in our 
meditation about top follow I`ll give you a strong blessing as a preparation for 
October 28th. The October 28th meditation will push you into awakened states. We 
will be moving very very fast from October 28th.  
So shall we now prepare for October the 28th? 
 
Thank you Bhagavan. 
 
 
Blessing. 



We love you very much Bhagavan. 

BHAGAVAN: Thank you all so much. Love you all so much.  
When I look at you I have a very strong feeling that very soon most of you if not all of 
you would be in awakened states.  
Love you all. 
 
Blessing. 
 

Meditation. 

Shanti shanti shanti. 

 

Transcript: Antje Schilling oneness.schweiz@yahoo.com 


